A conference for young people considering a career in medicine with a spotlight on psychiatry.

Saturday 3rd September 2016
University of Leicester Medical School, Centre for Medicine, Lancaster Road, Leicester LE2

Please contact wpt@le.ac.uk for an application form.

Medical schools are looking for people from all backgrounds who will have a thoughtful, caring and compassionate approach to medical practice. Universities now welcome students who have A Levels from a variety of subjects including social sciences, humanities and the arts, alongside the required science subjects stated in their entry requirements.
Medicine Calling

A conference for young people considering a career in medicine with a spotlight on psychiatry.

- Have you thought about medicine as a career but struggled to gain experience?
- Are you aware of the varied careers a degree in medicine offers?
- Did you know that there is a new state-of-the-art Centre for Medicine in Leicester?
- Opening access to medical careers
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